CORINNA TOWNSHIP

PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION

MEETING PACKET FOR THE
June 2, 2011
REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETING

Our promise to you is that we will:
1. Without prejudice, reflect the vision of the community as
represented in the community’s planning documents.
2. Respect the will of the community as enacted in land use policies
and regulations.
3. Serve the elected and appointed officials of the community,
understanding they are the decision-makers elected by the people
they represent.
4. Always seek the truth through an exchange of ideas that is open,
honest and without bias.
5. Continually improve community access to planning information
and processes.
6. Provide service that is friendly, responsive and professional.

CORINNA TOWNSHIP
AGENDA
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT / PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
June 2, 2011
7:00 PM
1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Additions or Deletions to the Agenda
4. Public Hearings
a. (Tabled from May 5 meeting) Variance to replace the roof of an existing one-story
dwelling with a 12/12 pitch roof and bonus loft area approximately 49 feet from
Clearwater Lake (75 feet required), inside a bluff impact zone, and 8 and 13 feet from
the side lot lines (15 feet required) on an undersized lot that exceeds the maximum
allowed impervious coverage.
i. Applicant(s): Steve and Tammy Simon
ii. Property Address: 9823 – 103rd Street NW, Annandale
iii. Sec/Twp/Range: 9-121-27
iv. Parcel Number(s): 206012000020
b. Variance to construct a dwelling/garage addition approximately 38-39 feet from
Sugar Lake (75 feet required) and approximately 23-25 feet from the centerline of a
Township road (65 feet required) on an undersized lot. Variance for building
coverage to be approximately 18 percent (max. 15 percent allowed). Variance to
construct a septic drainfield 5 feet from a side and right-of-way property line (min. 10
feet required).
i. Applicant(s): Kevin Blohm and Veda Vargo.
ii. Property Address: 11708 Hollister Ave NW, Maple Lake.
iii. Sec/Twp/Range: 2-121-27.
iv. Parcel Number(s): 206011002070 and 206011000032
5. Approve Previous Meeting Minutes
a. April 7, 2011
b. May 5, 2011
6. Zoning Administrator’s Report
a. Permits
b. Correspondence
c. Enforcement Actions
7. New Business
a. Discuss passage of H.F. 52 regarding variance criteria, need for ordinance
amendment
8. Old Business

9. Adjournment
This agenda is not exclusive. Other business may be discussed as deemed necessary.
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Location Map for June 2, 2011 Public Hearings

Public Hearing – Location Map
Kevin Blohm and Veda Vargo
Variance
 Property Address: 11708 Hollister Ave
NW, Maple Lake
 Parcel Number(s): 206011002070 and
206011000032
Steve and Tammy Simon
Variance
 Property address: 9823 – 103rd Street NW
 Parcel number(s): 206012000020

The parcels identified on this map are subject to public hearing.
The public hearing will be held at Corinna Town Hall
at 7:00 pm.

STAFF REPORT
Application: (Tabled from May 5 meeting) Variance to replace the roof of an existing
one-story dwelling with a 12/12 pitch roof and bonus loft area approximately 49 feet
from Clearwater Lake (75 feet required), inside a bluff impact zone, and 8 and 13 feet
from the side lot lines (15 feet required) on an undersized lot that exceeds the maximum
allowed impervious coverage.
Applicant:

Steve and Tammy Simon

Agenda Item: 4(a)
Background Information:
Location:
o Property Address: 9823 – 103rd Street NW, Annandale
o Sec/Twp/Range: 9-121-27
o Parcel Number: 206012000020
Zoning: Urban/Rural Transition (R1) /Residential Recreation Shorelands (S-2)
Overlay District, Clearwater Lake (General Development lake).
Lot size: Approximately 61.75 x 230 or 13,917 sq ft (0.32 acres) according to
provided survey.
Existing Impervious Coverage:


Buildings: Approx. 1,781 sq ft (12.8%)



Total: Approx. 4,410 sq ft (31.7%)

Proposed Impervious Coverage:


Buildings: Approx. 1,781 sq ft (12.8%)



Total: Approx. 4,410 sq ft (31.7%)



**Note: If driveway was reduced in size as had been proposed at the
4/7/2011 meeting, this would reduce total impervious surfaces to about
4,158 sq ft (29.9%). It appears this could be reduced even further now that
a garage addition has been removed from the request.

Septic System Status: The existing sewer system was installed in 1990. A
compliance inspection was completed in 2008 and again in late 2010 that found the
system complaint each time. Those inspections indicate that the system was designed
for 2 bedrooms. The applicant has stated that they have had a septic professional
review the system and they determined it was adequately sized for three bedrooms.
They have stated that they will submit this information when they have it.
The proposed floor plan shows a master bedroom on the main floor and two
bedrooms on the second level.
Natural Features:
Floodplain: The property is not within an identified floodplain. The property has
a steep bank rising well above the lake.
Bluff/Steep Slopes: The property contains a bluff across the entire shoreline,
based on staff measurements from a 2-ft contour maps provided by the Wright
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County Surveyor. The slope rises approximately 26-27 feet and has a slope
between the house and the lake of greater than 41 percent (25 foot rise and 30
percent slope constitute a bluff).
Wetlands: There do not appear to be any wetlands on the property that would
impact the proposal.
Proposal: The applicant is proposing to build a 12/12 pitch roof over the entire
existing dwelling, except the existing three-season porch. There would be a second
story above the first floor. Over the existing open deck, they would add another,
second-floor deck that would be roofed. No change to the footprint of the dwelling or
to the width of the roof overhangs would be made as a result of these actions. The
applicant has added back in the request for a garage addition since the 5/5/11
meeting.
Requested Variance(s):


Lake setback: Second story dwelling/deck addition to be about 50 feet from the
lake (min. required 75 feet).



Side yard setback: Second story dwelling/deck addition to be 5 and 10 feet from
the west side yard line (min. 15 feet required)



Impervious coverage limit: Total impervious surface coverage currently is at
33.0% coverage (25% is maximum allowed). The current proposal, with a garage
addition added back into the proposal, would increase building coverage from
14.1% to 15.2% (15% is maximum allowed).



Bluff setback: From the 2 ft contour data Staff obtained from the Wright County
Surveyor’s office, it appears clear that there is a bluff that runs all the way up to
the existing house. Exact setbacks to the top of this bluff are unknown, but it
seems clear that the house is either in the bluff or in the bluff impact zone (20 ft
from the top of the bluff).

Applicable Statutes/Ordinances/Court Decisions:
MN Supreme Court – Stadsvold vs. Otter Tail County (2008)
“Given that we have recognized the different effects of use and area variances, see
In re Appeal of Kenney, 374 N.W.2d at 274, we hold that area variances shall be
permitted by a county zoning authority when the applicant makes a showing only
of “practical difficulties” under Minn. Stat. § 394.27, subd. 7, whereas an
applicant for a use variance must establish particular hardship as set forth in the
statute. We further hold that the factors for consideration under the “practical
difficulties” standard include:
(1) how substantial the variation is in relation to the requirement;
(2) the effect the variance would have on government services;
(3) whether the variance will effect a substantial change in the character of
the neighborhood or will be a substantial detriment to neighboring
properties;
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(4) whether the practical difficulty can be alleviated by a feasible method
other than a variance [economic considerations play a role in the analysis
under this factor];
(5) how the practical difficulty occurred, including whether the landowner
created the need for the variance; and
(6) whether, in light of all of the above factors, allowing the variance will
serve the interests of justice.”
Noting that the legislature has limited the authority to grant variances to
“exceptional circumstances,” Minn. Stat. § 394.22, subd. 10, we caution, as did
the Wisconsin Supreme Court, that our adoption of a less rigorous standard for
area variances “is not to say that area variances should be, or are, automatic or
easy to obtain.” Outagamie County Bd. of Adjustment, 628 N.W.2d at 389.
(County Statute) MN Statutes 394.27, Subd. 7.
Variances; hardship. The board of adjustment shall have the exclusive
power to order the issuance of variances from the terms of any official
control including restrictions placed on nonconformities. Variances shall
only be permitted when they are in harmony with the general purposes and
intent of the official control in cases when there are practical difficulties or
particular hardship in the way of carrying out the strict letter of any official
control, and when the terms of the variance are consistent with the
comprehensive plan. "Hardship" as used in connection with the granting of
a variance means the property in question cannot be put to a reasonable use
if used under the conditions allowed by the official controls; the plight of
the landowner is due to circumstances unique to the property not created by
the landowner; and the variance, if granted, will not alter the essential
character of the locality. Economic considerations alone shall not constitute
a hardship if a reasonable use for the property exists under the terms of the
ordinance. Variances shall be granted for earth sheltered construction as
defined in section 216C.06, subdivision 14, when in harmony with the
official controls. No variance may be granted that would allow any use that
is prohibited in the zoning district in which the subject property is located.
The board of adjustment may impose conditions in the granting of variances
to insure compliance and to protect adjacent properties and the public
interest. The board of adjustment may consider the inability to use solar
energy systems a "hardship" in the granting of variances.
MN Rules 6120.3900, Subp 3 (Variances)
Variances may only be granted in accordance with Minnesota Statutes,
chapters 394 or 462, as applicable. They may not circumvent the general
purposes and intent of the official controls. No variance may be granted that
would allow any use that is prohibited in the zoning district in which the
subject property is located. Conditions may be imposed in the granting of
variances to ensure compliance and to protect adjacent properties and the
public interest. In considering variance requests, boards of adjustment must
also consider whether property owners have reasonable use of the lands
without the variances, whether existing sewage treatment systems on the
properties need upgrading before additional development is approved,
whether the properties are used seasonally or year-round, whether
Corinna Township
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variances are being requested solely on the basis of economic
considerations, and the characteristics of development on adjacent
properties.
502.3 Findings
The Board of Adjustment shall not grant a Variance unless it finds the following
facts at the hearing where the applicant shall present a statement of evidence
proving the following:
(1)

The granting of the Variance will not be in conflict with the
Comprehensive Plan;

(2)

The property will not yield a reasonable return if used in compliance with
this Ordinance;

(3)

The conditions causing the hardship are unique and are not shared by
neighboring property in the same zone;

(4)

The granting of the Variance will not essentially alter the character of the
neighborhood; and,

(5)

The granting of the Variance will not adversely affect the environmental
quality of the area.

If the appellant fails to prove only one of the conditions, the Board of Adjustment
cannot legally grant the Variance. The burden of proof of these matters rests on
the applicant. He is requesting a special privilege, and it is incumbent upon him
to prove that the conditions necessary for granting of the privilege are satisfied.
403. LOT COVERAGE
Not more than fifteen (15) percent of a lot may be covered by buildings and not
more than twenty-five (25) percent of lot may be covered by impervious surfaces,
including all structures, decks and pavement areas except as provided in Section
608, 609, and 610.
605. URBAN/RURAL TRANSITIONAL R-1
(3)

Side Yard Regulations:
There shall be a minimum side yard of fifteen (15) feet for principal uses
and ten (10) feet for accessory uses unless the building is housing
livestock, then the setback is 100 feet for livestock buildings.

612.5 Shoreland Performance Standards
612.5 (1) General Performance Standard for Lakes
Performance standards in shoreland areas are additional to standards of the primary
zoning district. In case of a conflict, the stricter standard shall apply as well as any
additional requirements if flood plain elevations have been established.
(a) General Development Minimum Standards:
Structure setback from NOHW
Structure setback from Bluff
Height
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Elevation of lowest floor above highest known water level
Water Oriented Accessory Structure setback from NOHW

4 ft.
10 ft.

302. DEFINITIONS
(12)

Bluff - "Bluff" means a topographic feature such as a hill, cliff, or
embankment having the following characteristics (an area
with an average slope of less than 18 percent over a
distance for 50 feet or more shall not be considered part of
a bluff):
(a)

Part or all of the feature is located in a shoreland
area;

(b)

The slope rises at least 25 feet above the ordinary
high water level of the water body;

(c)

The grade of the slope from the toe of the bluff to a
point 25 feet or more above the ordinary high water
level averages 30 percent or greater;

(d)

The slope drains toward the water body.

(13)
Bluff impact zone - "Bluff impact zone" means a bluff and land
located within 20 feet from the top of a bluff.
612.5 (3) Design Criteria for Certain Structures
(b) Decks must meet the structure setback standards. Decks that do not meet the
structure setback requirements from public waters may be allowed without a
variance to be added to structures existing on the date the shoreland structure
setbacks were established by ordinance, if all of the following criteria and
standards are met:
(1) a thorough evaluation of the property and structure reveals no
reasonable location for a deck meeting or exceeding the existing ordinary
high water level setback of the structure;
(2) the deck encroachment toward the ordinary high water level does not
exceed 15 percent of the existing shoreline setback of the structure from
the ordinary high water level or does not encroach closer than 30 feet or
does not encroach closer than the existing legally placed structures on
adjacent property, whichever is more restrictive; and
(3) the deck is constructed primarily of wood and is not roofed or
screened.
Staff Findings: The following findings of fact are presented by Staff for consideration
by the Board of Adjustment:
1) Will the granting of the variance be in conflict with the Comprehensive
Plan?
The Comprehensive Plan states the following as strategies to “protect, preserve,
and enhance lake water quality”:
o

Require on-site storm water retention and erosion-control plans for all
new lakeshore development and redevelopment of existing sites, to ensure
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that storm water runoff is properly managed and treated before entering
surface waters.


o

Seek ways to ensure that new development, landscaping, or other
alterations on lakeshore properties preserve and/or provide for the
planting of native trees and shoreline vegetation.


o

Staff Comment: No specific landscaping plans have been
presented to plant native trees or preserve shoreline vegetation.
One mature tree appears that it will need to be removed to allow
for the construction of the garage addition.

Require the use of best management practices as outlined by the
Minnesota DNR, University of Minnesota Extension, or other appropriate
agencies during the development and re-development of all property in
the Township to prevent erosion and sedimentation that eventually
reaches area lakes and wetlands through ditches, direct runoff, or other
means.


o

Staff Comment: No specific storm water retention or erosioncontrol plan has been submitted as part of the variance proposal.
The proposed construction would appear to add additional
impervious surface to a lot which already exceeds the maximum
allowed – both for building coverage and total impervious
coverage. A survey would be required to verify these calculations.

Staff Comment: No specific storm water retention or erosioncontrol plan has been submitted as part of the variance proposal.
The Board could consider requiring this as a condition of any
variance approval given the proposed house would be closer to the
lake and steep slope/bluff than is normally required.

Limit the amount of grading and filling in the shoreland area so as to
minimize the disturbance of soil and prevent erosion.


Staff Comment: No major grading of filling of land is expected as
part of this application. The home already has a partial basement
and no new excavation is proposed.

2) How substantial is the variation requested in relation to the minimum
requirement of the Zoning Ordinance?
Lake setback: The applicant is requesting to be about 50 feet from the lake with
the second story addition (min. required is 75 feet). As of the latest version, the
proposed second story decks would be about 50 feet from the lake and the
dwelling space of the second story would be about 8-10 feet further back.
Side yard setback: The applicant is requesting that the second story addition be
the same distance that the existing house is from the side lot line (5 and 10 feet
for each corner - min. 15 ft required).
Impervious surface coverage: The proposed construction would increase the
building coverage on the lot from 14.1 to 15.2 percent (15% max. allowed) but
decrease the total impervious from 33% to 29.9% (25% max. allowed). These
reductions would be accomplished by reducing the width of the driveway.
Bluff setback: Exact measurements have not been provided, but it appears that
the proposed bonus room/roof addition would be located either in the bluff, or
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very close to the top of the bluff (min. 30 ft from top of bluff is required). With
the change so that the second story will no longer be located above the existing
three-season porch, the infringement on the bluff setback from the second story
addition will be lessened, but still within the required setbacks.
3) Will the granting of the variance have a negative effect on government
services?
The proposed variance would not appear to create any significant additional or
negative impact on government services as the use of the property would remain
single-family residential in nature. The home would increase in size however,
could accommodate a larger number of people, and is intended for year-round
use if approved. The road serving the property is not a dedicated road, nor is it
regularly maintained by the Township. There is some possibility that there would
be increased demand for public snow-plowing and road maintenance – if not
now sometime in the future as other homes in the area are replaced with yearround homes. Still, the potential impact on government services would not be
overly negative or out of the ordinary for the neighborhood.
4) Will the granting of the variance effect a substantial change in the
character of the neighborhood or be a substantial detriment to
neighboring properties?
The neighborhood where the property is located is a mix of mostly small,
seasonal, single-story cabins and a few larger 1.5-2 story dwellings with the
potential for year-round use. As with other areas of the Township’s shoreland
areas, the homes in this neighborhood are likely to steadily be converted over
from the small, seasonal cabins to larger year-round dwellings. The proposed
home would not change in the footprint covered by dwelling area (except for the
conversion of the three-season porch to year-round construction) but would add
a bonus room, effectively doubling the living space.
Overall, Staff does not feel that the character of the neighborhood will be
substantially changed. The variance would not result in a substantial detriment to
neighboring properties as it will be of sound construction and of customary
design for a residential dwelling.
5) Could the practical difficulty be alleviated by a feasible method other
than a variance (taking into account economic considerations)?
To avoid the need for the requested variances, the home would either 1) need to
be reconstructed to exactly the same footprint and height, or 2) be moved to an
alternate location that would meet the required 75 foot lake setback and 15 foot
side yard setback. While not eliminating the need for a variance from the lake or
side yard setback, removal of existing impervious coverage could improve the
existing, non-conforming situation. It appears that removing or downsizing the
existing boathouse would ensure the property met the 15% building coverage
limit.
The applicant has stated that the practical difficulty associated with meeting the
setback is primarily that it would require a complete tear down and removal of
the existing dwelling and that financially this would not be feasible for them. The
location of the existing septic system would also, potentially, be a barrier to
moving the house back if it infringed on the minimum required setbacks between
the system and the dwelling/garage.
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6) How did the practical difficulty occur (including whether the owner
created the need for the variance)?
The need for the variances is created primarily by the existing location of the
dwelling and the desire for additional living space (converting the three-season
porch to living space and adding the bonus room above).
While the lot dimensions and previous house size/location were not the result of
actions by the applicant, the desire for additional living space is primarily what is
creating the need for the variance (side yard and bluff/lake setback).
7) Will the granting of the variance adversely affect the environmental
quality of the area?
The most likely impact on the environment would come from an in the use of the
shoreland areas. The impervious surface coverage will decrease overall, although
a greater percentage will be from building coverage. The number of bedrooms is
increasing from 2 now, to at least 3. This, plus the year-round nature of the home
to be constructed, could increase the use of the lake.
The impacts associated with the impervious surfaces exceeding the maximum
allowed could be addressed via a stormwater management plan, although it
would still be contrary to the ordinance to exceed the maximum coverage
allowed. Recreational use of the lake, even if it is at a higher level than previously,
would not be significantly greater than what is typical of other homes around the
lake and the near-shore area is not identified as having unique habitat or stands
of aquatic vegetation.
8) In light of the above factors, will allowing the variance serve the “interest
of justice”?
This criterion comes from the 2008 MN Supreme Court decision addressing the
criteria for variances. Unfortunately, the Court did not seem to provide much
direction as to what it means by “interest of justice”. As such, it is left to the local
government to interpret “interest of justice” as it sees fit.
Staff would offer the following as issues relating to “the interests of justice”:
1. Many other homes and buildings within the area do not meet side the
required side yard setbacks.
2. Nearly every home along Hollister Avenue within 500 feet of the property is
not meeting the required 75 foot setback to the lake. Several are closer than
the proposed home.
3. With a few exceptions, most homes in the immediate area do not appear to
have garages at all.
Board of Adjustment Direction: The Board of Adjustment may approve the variance
request, deny the request, or table the request if the Board should need additional
information from the applicant. If the Board should approve or deny the request, the
Board should state the findings which support either of these actions.

Staff Recommendation: Based on the findings of fact and discussion listed above,
Staff would recommend approval of the request for a side yard, bluff and lake setback
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variance – given the most recent revisions to the original plan. Staff does not
recommend granting the requested variance from the building coverage limit.
As conditions of approval, Staff would recommend the following:
1. The applicant shall find a way to reduce the building coverage to no more than
15%. Reducing the size, or eliminating, the boathouse, would appear to be one
option.
2. The applicant should submit a permanent stormwater management plan
designed to minimize the potential for ongoing erosion or sedimentation. These
may include directing rain gutters to appropriate areas, rain barrels, or other
acceptable best management practices. Once approved, the plan should be
implemented at the time of construction or within a reasonable time period after
construction is completed.
3. Erosion and sedimentation control measures must be installed and maintained
until the construction areas have been stabilized. These shall include at a
minimum silt fences on downslope areas. Once disturbed areas are no longer
being used for construction purposes, these shall be covered with mulch, erosion
control blankets or other forms of temporary cover until vegetation is reestablished.
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Hello Ben,
As we talked about the last meeting, we would be reducing the size of the single car garage and putting
a 2 car garage on. We are removing the bonus room over the 3 season porch and only putting a bonus
room with 12/12 trusses above the existing house and garage only. The 3 season porch will turn into
part of the existing first floor. At the same time we would reduce our impervious coverage from 33.0 %
to 29.9 %. I am also attaching pictures and drawings of the layout.

Thanks
Steve Simon

STAFF REPORT
Application: Variance to construct a dwelling/garage addition approximately 38-39
feet from Sugar Lake (75 feet required) and approximately 23-25 feet from the centerline
of a Township road (65 feet required) on an undersized lot. Variance for building
coverage to be approximately 18 percent (max. 15 percent allowed). Variance to construct
a septic drainfield 5 feet from a side and right-of-way property line (min. 10 feet
required).
Applicant: Kevin Blohm and Veda Vargo
Agenda Item: 4(b)
Background Information:
Location:
o Property Address: 11708 Hollister Ave NW, Maple Lake.
o Sec/Twp/Range: 2-121-27.
o Parcel Number(s): 206011002070 and 206011000032
Zoning: Urban/Rural Transition (R1) /Residential Recreation Shorelands (S-2)
Overlay District, Sugar Lake (General Development lake).
Lot size: Approximately 61.75 x 230 or 13,917 sq ft (0.32 acres) according to
provided survey.
Existing Impervious Coverage:


Buildings: Approx. 1,309 sq ft (10.8%)



Total: Approx. 1,309 sq ft (10.8%)

Proposed Impervious Coverage:


Buildings: Approx. 2,188 sq ft (18.0%)



Total: Approx. 2,384 sq ft (19.7%)

Septic System Status: The applicant is proposing the construction of a new,
replacement sewer system as part of this request. The new system would be a Type 4

with reduced separation to saturated soil and a Multi-Flo system would be used for
primary treatment. The pressure bed will need to be raised and over-excavated. A site
plan based on soil borings has been submitted by a licensed sewer designer.
The proposed floor plan shows a master bedroom and another bedroom on the
second floor. No bedrooms are identified on the main floor, although it would appear
feasible that at least one of the existing rooms could be a bedroom. The second floor
also contains an “family/rec room.”
Staff’s understanding is that Wright County considers a room a “bedroom” for sewer
design purposes only if it has egress and a closet.
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Natural Features:
Floodplain: The property is not within an identified floodplain. The ordinance
required, in such cases, that the lowest floor of a dwelling be located at least 4 feet
above the highest known water level (HKWL). For Sugar Lake, the highest known
water level is 989.54 (1984) and the proposed lowest floor of the dwelling would
be 993.54.
Bluff/Steep Slopes: There are no steep slops of bluffs on the property.
Wetlands: There do not appear to be any wetlands on the property that would
impact the proposal. There is a large wetland located across Hollister Avenue.
Proposal: The applicant is proposing to build a 24’ x 42’ addition to the existing
one-story home, and then construct a second story over approximately 2/3 of the
first floor.
Requested Variance(s):


Lake setback: Dwelling/garage addition to be about 38-39 feet from the lake
(min. required 75 feet).



Road setback: Dwelling/garage addition to be approximately 23-25 feet from the
centerline of a Township road (65 feet required).



Septic system setback: Septic drainfield to be constructed 5 feet from a side and
right-of-way property line (min. 10 feet required).



Impervious coverage limit: Building coverage to be approximately 18 percent
(max. 15 percent allowed). Current building coverage is 10.8 percent.

Applicable Statutes/Ordinances/Court Decisions:
1.1A
1.2relating
1.3zoning

to local government; providing for variances from city, county, and town

controls and ordinances;amending Minnesota Statutes 2010, sections

1.4394.27,
1.5BE

bill for an act

subdivision 7; 462.357, subdivision 6.

IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

1.6

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2010, section 394.27, subdivision 7, is amended to read:

1.7

Subd. 7. Variances; hardship practical difficulties. The board of adjustment shall

1.8have
1.9of

the exclusive power to order the issuance of variances from the terms requirements

any official control including restrictions placed on nonconformities. Variances shall

1.10only

be permitted when they are in harmony with the general purposes and intent of the

1.11official

control in cases when there are practical difficulties or particular hardship in

1.12the

way of carrying out the strict letter of any official control, and when the terms of

1.13the

variance variances are consistent with the comprehensive plan. "Hardship" as used

1.14in

connection with the granting of a variance means the property in question cannot be

1.15put

to a reasonable use if used under the conditions allowed by the official controls; the
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1.16plight

of the landowner is due to circumstances unique to the property not created by the

1.17landowner;
1.18Variances
1.19are
1.20as

and the variance, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.

may be granted when the applicant for the variance establishes that there

practical difficulties in complying with the official control. "Practical difficulties,"

used in connection with the granting of a variance, means that the property owner

1.21proposes

to use the property in a reasonable manner not permitted by an official control;

1.22the

plight of the landowner is due to circumstances unique to the property not created by

1.23the

landowner; and the variance, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the

1.24locality.
2.1use

Economic considerations alone shall do not constitute a hardship if a reasonable

for the property exists under the terms of the ordinance practical difficulties. Practical

2.2difficulties

include, but are not limited to, inadequate access to direct sunlight for solar

2.3energy

systems. Variances shall be granted for earth sheltered construction as defined in

2.4section

216C.06, subdivision 14, when in harmony with the official controls. No variance

2.5may

be granted that would allow any use that is prohibited not allowed in the zoning

2.6district

in which the subject property is located. The board of adjustment may impose

2.7conditions
2.8bear
2.9and

in the granting of variances to. A condition must be directly related to and must

a rough proportionality to the impact created by the variance insure compliance

to protect adjacent properties and the public interest. The board of adjustment may

2.10consider

the inability to use solar energy systems a "hardship" in the granting of variances.

2.11EFFECTIVE

DATE.This section is effective the day following final enactment.

2.12

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 2010, section 462.357, subdivision 6, is amended to read:

2.13

Subd. 6. Appeals and adjustments. Appeals to the board of appeals and

2.14adjustments
2.15conditions

may be taken by any affected person upon compliance with any reasonable

imposed by the zoning ordinance. The board of appeals and adjustments has

2.16the

following powers with respect to the zoning ordinance:

2.17(1)

To hear and decide appeals where it is alleged that there is an error in any

2.18order,

requirement, decision, or determination made by an administrative officer in the

2.19enforcement
2.20(2)
2.21in

of the zoning ordinance.

To hear requests for variances from the literal provisions of the ordinance

instances where their strict enforcement would cause undue hardship because of

2.22circumstances
2.23variances
2.24and

unique to the individual property under consideration, and to grant such

only when it is demonstrated that such actions will be in keeping with the spirit

intent of the ordinance. "Undue hardship" as used in connection with the granting of a

2.25variance

means the property in question cannot be put to a reasonable use if used under

2.26conditions

allowed by the official controls, requirements of the zoning ordinance including

2.27restrictions
2.28harmony

placed on nonconformities. Variances shall only be permitted when they are in

with the general purposes and intent of the ordinance and when the variances are
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2.29consistent
2.30the

with the comprehensive plan. Variances may be granted when the applicant for

variance establishes that there are practical difficulties in complying with the zoning

2.31ordinance.
2.32means

that the property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable manner not

2.33permitted
2.34unique
2.35alter

by the zoning ordinance; the plight of the landowner is due to circumstances

to the property not created by the landowner,; and the variance, if granted, will not

the essential character of the locality. Economic considerations alone shall do not

3.1constitute
3.2the

an undue hardship if reasonable use for the property exists under the terms of

ordinance. Undue hardship also includes practical difficulties. Practical difficulties

3.3include,

but is are not limited to, inadequate access to direct sunlight for solar energy

3.4systems.

Variances shall be granted for earth sheltered construction as defined in section

3.5216C.06,

subdivision 14 , when in harmony with the ordinance. The board of appeals and

3.6adjustments
3.7use

or the governing body as the case may be, may not permit as a variance any

that is not permitted allowed under the zoning ordinance for property in the zone

3.8where
3.9may

the affected person's land is located. The board or governing body as the case

be, may permit as a variance the temporary use of a one family dwelling as a two

3.10family
3.11in

"Practical difficulties," as used in connection with the granting of a variance,

dwelling. The board or governing body as the case may be may impose conditions

the granting of variances to insure compliance and to protect adjacent properties.. A

3.12condition
3.13created

must be directly related to and must bear a rough proportionality to the impact

by the variance.

3.14EFFECTIVE

DATE.This section is effective the day following final enactment.

MN Rules 6120.3900, Subp 3 (Variances)
Variances may only be granted in accordance with Minnesota Statutes,
chapters 394 or 462, as applicable. They may not circumvent the general
purposes and intent of the official controls. No variance may be granted that
would allow any use that is prohibited in the zoning district in which the
subject property is located. Conditions may be imposed in the granting of
variances to ensure compliance and to protect adjacent properties and the
public interest. In considering variance requests, boards of adjustment must
also consider whether property owners have reasonable use of the lands
without the variances, whether existing sewage treatment systems on the
properties need upgrading before additional development is approved,
whether the properties are used seasonally or year-round, whether
variances are being requested solely on the basis of economic
considerations, and the characteristics of development on adjacent
properties.
502.3 Findings
The Board of Adjustment shall not grant a Variance unless it finds the following
facts at the hearing where the applicant shall present a statement of evidence
proving the following:
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(1)

The granting of the Variance will not be in conflict with the
Comprehensive Plan;

(2)

The property will not yield a reasonable return if used in compliance with
this Ordinance;

(3)

The conditions causing the hardship are unique and are not shared by
neighboring property in the same zone;

(4)

The granting of the Variance will not essentially alter the character of the
neighborhood; and,

(5)

The granting of the Variance will not adversely affect the environmental
quality of the area.

If the appellant fails to prove only one of the conditions, the Board of Adjustment
cannot legally grant the Variance. The burden of proof of these matters rests on
the applicant. He is requesting a special privilege, and it is incumbent upon him
to prove that the conditions necessary for granting of the privilege are satisfied.
403. LOT COVERAGE
Not more than fifteen (15) percent of a lot may be covered by buildings and not
more than twenty-five (25) percent of lot may be covered by impervious surfaces,
including all structures, decks and pavement areas except as provided in Section
608, 609, and 610.
605. URBAN/RURAL TRANSITIONAL R-1
605.5 Performance Standards
(2) Front Yard Regulations:
(a) Required Setback Distance
Required Setback Distance From
Road Centerline

Road Class

130

State Highway

130

County Road State Aid

65

Local Street (Twp. Rd.)

25

From right of way of cul-desac or approved “T”

(c) Within existing developed areas, the above front yard setback
requirements may be adjusted to coincide with average setback
occurring on either side of the proposed building within three
hundred (300) feet except that no building shall be located less
than twenty (20) feet from the right-of-way line.
612.5 Shoreland Performance Standards
612.5 (1) General Performance Standard for Lakes
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Performance standards in shoreland areas are additional to standards of the primary
zoning district. In case of a conflict, the stricter standard shall apply as well as any
additional requirements if flood plain elevations have been established.
(a) General Development Minimum Standards:
Structure setback from NOHW
Structure setback from Bluff
Height
Elevation of lowest floor above highest known water level
Water Oriented Accessory Structure setback from NOHW
716.

75 ft.
30 ft.
2 1/2 stories (35 ft.)
4 ft.
10 ft.

SEWAGE AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL STANDARDS

716.3 Site Evaluation and Design Requirements

Staff Findings: The following findings of fact are presented by Staff for consideration
by the Board of Adjustment:
1) Will the granting of the variance be in conflict with the Comprehensive
Plan?
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The Comprehensive Plan states the following as strategies to “protect, preserve,
and enhance lake water quality”:
o

Require on-site storm water retention and erosion-control plans for all
new lakeshore development and redevelopment of existing sites, to ensure
that storm water runoff is properly managed and treated before entering
surface waters.


o

Seek ways to ensure that new development, landscaping, or other
alterations on lakeshore properties preserve and/or provide for the
planting of native trees and shoreline vegetation.


o

Staff Comment: No specific landscaping plans have been
presented to plant native trees or preserve shoreline vegetation. It
appears at least 3-5 mature trees may need to be removed as part
of the proposed construction –located between the house and the
road.

Require the use of best management practices as outlined by the
Minnesota DNR, University of Minnesota Extension, or other appropriate
agencies during the development and re-development of all property in
the Township to prevent erosion and sedimentation that eventually
reaches area lakes and wetlands through ditches, direct runoff, or other
means.


o

Staff Comment: No specific storm water retention or erosioncontrol plan has been submitted as part of the variance proposal.
The proposed construction would add additional impervious
surface to a lot which currently is under the maximum allowed
coverage – both for building coverage and total impervious
coverage. The Board of Adjustment should consider requiring a
stormwater management plan as a condition of any variance from
the impervious/building coverage limits.

Staff Comment: No specific storm water retention or erosioncontrol plan has been submitted as part of the variance proposal.
The Board could consider requiring this as a condition of any
variance approval given the proposed house would be closer to the
lake and steep slope/bluff than is normally required.

Limit the amount of grading and filling in the shoreland area so as to
minimize the disturbance of soil and prevent erosion.


Staff Comment: No major grading of filling of land is expected as
part of this application. The only site preparation would be for the
garage/dwelling addition and possible new driveway.

2) How substantial is the variation requested in relation to the minimum
requirement of the Zoning Ordinance?
Lake setback: The applicant is requesting to be about 38-39 feet from the lake
with the second story addition (min. required is 75 feet). This is no closer than
the current setback. It would be just outside what is considered the shore impact
zone (37.5 feet back from lake). Given the present location of the house and the
shallow depth to the lot, staff does not consider this a substantial variance.
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Road setback: The applicant is requesting that the addition be 24 feet closr to the
road that the dwelling is now. This would result in a setback to the right-of-way of
less than 14 feet. Given that the ordinance requires that road setback variances
still meet a minimum setback from the road right-of-way of 20 feet, Staff would
have to consider the requested road setback variance to be substantial.
Septic system setback: The proposed setback variances to the road right-of-way
and side lot line are not uncommon variances as there is often a desire to
prioritize effective sewage treatment over maintaining the required 10 ft setbacks.
So long as the neighboring property is not negatively affected, Staff does not view
this variance request as significant.
Impervious surface coverage: The proposed construction would take the building
coverage on the lot from 10.8 percent to 18 percent. Given the significant size of
the addition and the fact that building coverage is limited to just 15 percent, Staff
would consider this variance request significant.
3) Will the granting of the variance have a negative effect on government
services?
The proposed variance would not appear to create any significant additional or
negative impact on government services as the use of the property would remain
single-family residential in nature. The home would increase in size however,
could accommodate a larger number of people, and is intended for year-round
use if approved. There is some possibility that there would be increased demand
for public snow-plowing and road maintenance – if not now sometime in the
future as other homes in the area are replaced with year-round homes. Still, the
potential impact on government services would not be overly negative or out of
the ordinary for the neighborhood.
4) Will the granting of the variance effect a substantial change in the
character of the neighborhood or be a substantial detriment to
neighboring properties?
The neighborhood where the property is located is a mix of mostly small,
seasonal, single-story cabins and a few larger 1.5-2 story dwellings with the
potential for year-round use. As with other areas of the Township’s shoreland
areas, the homes in this neighborhood are likely to steadily be converted over
from the small, seasonal cabins to larger year-round dwellings. The proposed
home would both change the footprint covered by dwelling area and the height of
the building.
Overall, Staff does not feel that the character of the neighborhood will be
substantially changed, although there will certainly be a change in how the house
would appear from the lake.
5) Could the practical difficulty be alleviated by a feasible method other
than a variance (taking into account economic considerations)?
To avoid the need for the requested impervious coverage variance, the proposed
addition would need to be downsized by about 373 sq ft. The addition would need
to be about 6-7 feet shallower to meet at least a 20 ft right-of-way setback. There
does not appear to be any reasonable way to add to the footprint of the existing
dwelling without a road and/or lake setback variance. There does not appear to
be a reasonable way to place a septic system on this lot that would meet all
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required setbacks, unless the garage/dwelling addition were significantly
downsized.
6) How did the practical difficulty occur (including whether the owner
created the need for the variance)?
The need for the variances is created primarily by the layout of the lot, as it was
originally platted, the location of the township road, and the desire of the
applicant for a year-round dwelling.
7) Will the granting of the variance adversely affect the environmental
quality of the area?
The most likely impact on the environment would come from the increased
impervious coverage on the lot. While it will still be well under the maximum
allowed total impervious coverage of 25% (19.7%), the proposal would put
building coverage well above the maximum allowed of 15% (18%). Additionally,
the year-round nature of the home to be constructed, could increase the use of
the lake.
The impacts associated with the building coverage exceeding the maximum
allowed could be addressed via a stormwater management plan, although it
would still be contrary to the ordinance. Recreational use of the lake, even if it is
at a higher level than previously, would not be significantly greater than what is
typical of other homes around the lake and the near-shore area is not identified
as having unique habitat or stands of aquatic vegetation.
8) In light of the above factors, will allowing the variance serve the “interest
of justice”?
This criterion comes from the 2008 MN Supreme Court decision addressing the
criteria for variances. Unfortunately, the Court did not seem to provide much
direction as to what it means by “interest of justice”. As such, it is left to the local
government to interpret “interest of justice” as it sees fit.
Staff would offer the following as issues relating to “the interests of justice”:
1. Many other homes and buildings within the area do not meet the lake and
road setback requirements due to the layout of the lots and the road. It also
appears that several lots may have building coverage in excess of 15%,
although this would need to be verified with accurate surveys.
2. The lot, with its small size and shallow depth, may not be appropriate for
year-round use if such use requires variances from lot coverage requirements.
Board of Adjustment Direction: The Board of Adjustment may approve the variance
request, deny the request, or table the request if the Board should need additional
information from the applicant. If the Board should approve or deny the request, the
Board should state the findings which support either of these actions.

Staff Recommendation: Based on the findings of fact and discussion listed above,
Staff cannot recommend approval of the request as it is currently presented. In
particular, the requested road setback and building coverage variances appear that they
could be minimized with some adjustments to the proposal. Staff recognizes however,
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that any improvement to the building on this lot will require a lake setback variance and
likely a septic system setback variance given the dimensions of the lot.
If the Board of Adjustment recommends approval of a variance, Staff would recommend
the following conditions:
1. The applicant shall reduce the size of the proposed addition so that it stays under
the maximum allowed 15% coverage.
2. The applicant shall reduce the depth of the proposed addition so that it maintains
at least a 20 ft setback from the road right-of-way.
3. Given the close proximity of the addition to the lake, the applicant should submit
a permanent stormwater management plan designed to minimize the potential
for ongoing erosion or sedimentation. These may include directing rain gutters to
appropriate areas, rain barrels, or other acceptable best management practices.
Once approved, the plan should be implemented at the time of construction or
within a reasonable time period after construction is completed.
4. Erosion and sedimentation control measures must be installed and maintained
until the construction areas have been stabilized. These shall include at a
minimum silt fences on downslope areas. Once disturbed areas are no longer
being used for construction purposes, these shall be covered with mulch, erosion
control blankets or other forms of temporary cover until vegetation is reestablished.
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